
What is New Age Music?
Everyday I meet at least one

person who asks me: "What is
new age music?" lt is surely "rea-
sonable" to ask this question be-
cause the genre is so new that it
still may need some time to be-
come partof our "common sense."
1987 was the first year new age
music was recognized as a cate-
gory for the Grammys. No one
asks what classical,iazz, country,
or rock music is, because such
genres have tound their place in
the auditory experience of the
general public. You may not like
country music, but you 'know"
what parts of you is touched (or dis{ouchedl) by it. lt is like our knowledge of differentiation be-
tween fruits and vegetables. Even such old conceptual categories are not completely or globally
well-defined. For example, in Persian language a cucumber is a fruit whereas in English it is a
vegetable.

To my knowledge, new age music can be defined on fiye-ofincjples. Qne that philosophically
it takes its inspirations from global subjects. For example, environmental issues like desert,
ocean,orspacearenotparticulartoanynation. Thus,usingsuchinspirationsinworkslikeKitaro's
Silk Road (desert) or Jim Chappell's fender-Bilual (ocean) or Constance Demby's Ngyls
Magnificat (space) is not due to the environmentalist approach of the artists necessarily; but it
definitely shows a yearning of these artists for global themes. Also subjects such as peace in
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Dreams-
The Ne:rt Step to
Consciousness
Raising

bg Ltttle Rcr,k (Jack It)
Ever since the late 6O's marry people here

in the U.S. became interested in dreams and
dream interpretation. Also all the related mat-
ters. But there are still few of the die-hards to
say that they never dreamed in their lives. Yet
clinically it has been proven, that werybody
dreams, and there are no exceptions. There-
fore, one way or the other we all dream; only
the questlon is whether we choose to remem-
ber them or not. Of course some of us dream
more lucidly than others and some of us
dream somehow inwardly.
Some may choose not to remember them due
to certain lidnd of inner inhibition. I believe

that all primates do dream.
Not too long ago I was at a friend's home

and their dog happened to sleep under the
table where we sat.

(continued onpage 3)
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THE AIR
By Hassan M. Ghandchi

On the second anniversary of Nova Bookstore, I am happy to
anaounce the first issue of Mundus Novus (meaning New World).
"Mundus Nows" will hopefully be a harbinger of a better world.
Many of you and I have spoken in the booksore and it is intended
that this journal will provide a bettermeans forus to exchange ideas
and gain understanding. kr my opinion, we are aI the threshold of
new civilizations that willbe essentially differentfrom the existing
industrial societies. The fundamental difference being a shift in the
centralhuman activity fron work and production-related activities
to more creative and spiritual activities. (I have argued for this
position in otherplaces, forexample in "AIMagazine", Fall 1985.)

Here I would like to briefly touch on more tangible aspects of
this epochal change currentlylumped under"New Age" which has
a host of cormotations. The issues range from human values and
intelpersonal relations of individuals to lhe economics of new
technologies and the spiritual dimensions of life. Social issues
such as worldwide war and peace or localized conllicts such as

ban-Iraq war are no longer viewed i la Clauswitz as "continuation
of politics by odrer means," From a new age perspective peace is
as much related to the programming of the unconscious part of
human mind over millenia as it is related to the economical and
political realities ofourtime. In other words, lasting peace cannot
be accomplished by more political treaties and protocols. As
Willis Harman has put it in his Higher Creativity, the "flight or
fight" programming of the human unconscious "inner mind" must
be superseded.

Moreover, progress and justice are not just evaluated on a
one-dimensional sliding scale of economic dficiency anymore, A
host of other factors ranging from envilonmental and biological
imperatives to aesthetic and spiritual values also affect and define
our concepts of progress and justice. In short, the new age
movement encompasses all aspects of society and is not confined
to just politics, religion, science orpsychology. I shall define new
age as a singular conceptual category to mean the disenchantment
with the philosophical paradigms of the industrial society in
different realms of life and the search to go beyord them.

In this search one often finds people going "below" the
industrial paradigms and thinking of all non-industrial paradigms
as advancement, whereas many of the revived pre-industrial,
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fuaa Lecture Seies
Novo Bookstore is hoppy

to onnounce thot we ore
sponsoring o lecture series
on "New Age" topics,

Wednesdoy, Morch 16,
1988 will be the second
lecture of the series, The
subjects will be modern
donce ond visuol music
videos. Ann Swigort ond
Allon Kessler will conduct
the workshops.

Be sure to reod the flyer
on poge 6 for more infor-
motion,
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